
INFORMATION ON CHILDREN FROM 
CULTURALLY & LINGUISTICALLY DIVERSE BACKGROUNDS

LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT CENTRE/SCHOOL PLACEMENT 
* If the family identifies as Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander and speak English or Aboriginal English as their primary language this
form does not need to be completed.  CHILD'S NAME:                                                                  DATE OF BIRTH:

Has an interpreter been used with this family?       oNo      oYes →Please complete the following questions  
Which language? ________________________________  Who acted as interpreter?_________________________________ 

Have any assessments been completed in the language/s other than English? oNo  oYes_______________________ 

Child’s country of origin:    _________________________________       Date of arrival in Australia: ______/_____/______ 

Mother’s country of origin: _________________________________        Year of arrival in Australia: __________________ 

Father’s country of origin: _________________________________        Year of arrival in Australia: __________________ 

What languages has your child been exposed to? __________________________________________________________ 

How old was your child when they were first exposed to English? _____________________________________________ 

Which language does your child speak best?_______________________________________________________________ 

What was the language that your child started speaking when they first started talking? ___________________________ 

How well does the child’s Mother speak English?  oNo English          oA bit of English          oFluent in English 

How well does the child’s Father speak English?     oNo English  oA bit of English  oFluent in English

If your child has siblings who are old enough to talk please fill out the following information. 
 

Sibling 1.  Age__________________  

How well does Sibling1 speak English?          oNo English          oA bit of English          oFluent in English 

How well does Sibling 1 speak the other language/s that are spoken at home?          oNot at all          oA little bit          oFluent 
 

Sibling 2.  Age__________________       

How well does Sibling 2 speak English?          oNo English  oA bit of English  oFluent in English 

How well does Sibling 2 speak the other language/s that are spoken at home?   oNot at all  oA little bit  oFluent 

Sibling 3.  Age__________________       

How well does Sibling 3 speak English?   oNo English       oA bit of English  oFluent in English 

How well does Sibling 3 speak the other language/s that are spoken at home? 

2025 LDC CALD Questionnaire

  oNot at all  oA little bit  oFluent 

How old was your child when they said their first words in: a) your Home language _______  b) English _______
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